PARTICIPLES	in
Considering the circumstances, you may go.
Seeing that it was involuntary, he can hardly be blamed.
Roughly speaking, all men are liars.
Looking at it in a shortened perspective of time, those years of
transition have the quality of a single consecutive occurrence.—
H. G. wells.
The Bill.. . will bring about, assuming that it meets with good fortune
in the remaining stages of its passage through Parliament, a very useful
reform.— Times.
Regarded as participles, these are incorrect. It is not
you that consider, but I; not he that sees, but we ; not men
that roughly speak, but the moralist; not years that look, but
philosophic historians ; not the Bill that assumes, but the
newspaper prophet. The development into prepositions, &c.,
is a natural- one, however; the only question about any par-
ticular word of the kind is whether the vox populi has yet
declared for it; when it has, there is no more to be said; but
when it has not, the process should be resisted as long as
possible, writers acting as a suspensive House of Lords; an
instance will be found in 4.
Three quotations from Burke will show that he, like others
of his time, felt himself more at liberty than most good writers
would now feel themselves.
Founding the appeal on this basis, it was judged proper to lay before
Parliament...—burke.
Flattering themselves that their power is become necessary to the
support of all order and government, everything which tends to the
support of that power is sanctified.—BURKE.
Having considered terror as producing an unnatural tension and certain
violent emotions of the nerves ; it easily follows.—BXJRKE.
Similar constructions may be found on almost every page of
.Smollett.
3. Participles half justified by attachment to a pronoun
implied in my> your, &zs, their. These are perhaps better
avoided.
Having thus run through the causes of the sublime with reference to
.all the senses, my first observation will be found very nearly true.—
,.BURKE.

